Two Parts to Citations in Chicago style (Notes-Bibliography Style)

1. **Notes (N)**
   - Notes are necessary when you refer to or use material from a source.
   - Footnotes are found at the bottom of each page.
   - Note numbers should begin with “1” and be numbered consecutively throughout a paper.
   - Note numbers should be placed at the end of the clause or sentence to which they refer and should be placed after any and all punctuation.
   - Do not place more than note at the same location.

2. **Bibliography (B)**
   - The bibliography is a list of all your sources that comes at the end of your document.
   - Sources should be listed in letter-by-letter alphabetical order according to the first word in each entry.
   - Bibliography listings should be formatted with a hanging indentation.

### Source Reference Citation

#### Book

- **(one author)**
  

- **(more than one author)**
  

#### Journal Article

  
### Reference Citation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Reference Citation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Film or video recording** | N. #. *Hairspray*, directed by John Waters (1988; Burbank, CA: New Line Home Entertainment, 2002), DVD.  

### Building Citations

#### For help building your citations:

1. Contact the Langsdale Library Reference Desk: langref@ubalt.edu or (410) 837.4274  
2. *EasyBib* citation builder (in the “Student” links on the library website)  
   - Go to easybib.com to sign up for an account. The coupon code is *UniBaMD217*.  
3. Use online, expert-built citation guides:  
   - owl.english.purdue.edu  
4. Use the style manuals (available in the library or bookstore)